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FOREWORD
In the preoaration of + his thesis, the suggestions made
by Dr. Jesse B. Davis and the members of his seminar group
who met at Springfield, during the fall term 1931-1932, have
been extremely heloful.
Other instructors and stu isnts in the Connecticut Va'ley
Division have offered stimulation and suggestion. Work done
in courses taught by Prof 3ssor Blair have offered a solendid
background for the work.
The assistance of Ro r,er M« Thompson, Sup ervisor of Research
and Survey, of the Connecticut State Board of Education is
much aopreciated.
The Suo e r i nt enden t s of Connecticut also gave generously
of their time and returned a large oercentage of Questionnaires
carefully filled out.
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INTRODUCTION
Public education in modern society is a great coooirativ
1
enterprise in which the community not only passes on the social
inheritance, through informal educational channels, but also
assumes guardianship of formal education by establishing and
supporting schools. In Connecticut, the peoDle entrust the
task of formal education to Boards of Educati These Boards
of Education emoloy an educational exo rt, the Superintendent
of Schools, who in turn coordinates 0 the personnel of the
school staff to the end that formal education shall go forward
in an organized fashion.
In Connecticut, the Superintendent of Schools is a central
figure in the school system. One of his funct' ms is to har-
monize the efforts of the community social agencies with those
of the school staff to the end that society may be assured of
the efficient operation of formal education. It is this phase
of his work that the writer is investigating.
An attempt will be made to formulate specific procedures
for guiding the Superintendent in establishing the relation-
ships with his coworkers which shall bring the greatest benefit
to his community.
To accomplish this end, three studies have been undertaken.
First, the history of the Superintendent in Connecticut and
the laws effecting: his present status have been examined. This
2Walter Robinson Smith, Principles of Educational Soc i o logy ,p . 1 81
.
Lavs Relating to Education, Hartford, Conn., Sec. 263 and Chap.
8
Document, No. 2, 1931, State Board of Education, Hartford, Conn.
Ibid., Sec. 163.
Ibid., Sec. 111.4
5Ibid., Sec. 111.
c
study has given a pror>er background for und ar standi ng his Dres-
ent status in C on a ac t i cxx t •
Second, ooinions of experts in the field of administration
have been consulted to determine their recommendations. These
ooinions are vary largely unsupoorted by research and required
validating in the local situation*
Third, since the Superintendents in Connecticut have edu-
g
cational and professional standings higher than tiat of the
nation as a whole, a consensus of their ooinions should form
a Valid criteria for checking the ooinion of exoerts, a question-
naire covering some imoortant ohases of oersonnel relation-
shios was oreparai and sent out to the Suo arint enrlent s and
Suoervising Agents in Connec ticut • Their answers have been checked
against the opinions of exoerts and conclusions drawn therefrom.
Joseoh Ellsworth Poole, 1927, State Board of Education,
Hartford, Connecticut, dd. 58-60*

PERSONNEL PROBLEMS OF THE SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT
CHAPTER I
The History of the Suoerint endent of Schools In Connecticut
The of f ic 3 of Suoe r int. endent of Schools had its beginning
in the first schools of Connecticut* These schools were the
fruits of Protestant Revolt in Europe''' and were children of
the Church? As tyDical of what har>t>ened in the towns which
later formed Connecticut, the action taken by the General
Court at New Haven is selected. Only a little over three years
after the arrival of the settlers of New Haven, the General
Court of the colony on Christmas Day, 1641, voted that "for
the better trayning upp of youth in this towne, that through
God's blessing, they may be fitted for publique service here-
after, either in church or co.:.monwe p.lef" "thatt a free school
be set up in this towne and our pastor, Mr. Daveno or t e , to -ether
with the magistrates
,
shall consider whatt yearly allowance
is meet to be given to itt out of the common stock of that towne,
and also what rules and orders are meet to be observed in and
about the same* 11 Here, we have the pastor, an amnloyee of the
people, conferring with representatives of the oeoole relative
to school noliciss. This olaces him somewhat in the caoacity
of Superintendent of Schools.
1 Mrs. Helen Martin ./alker, Development of State Sunuort and
Control of Education in Connecticut, State Board of Education,
Connecticut Bulletin, 4, Series 1925-26, op. 8-9.
"B3rnard C. Steiner, The History of Education in Connecticut,
Bureau of Education Circular of Education Ho. 2, 1893, Govern-
ment Printing Office, Y/ashington, D. C, p. 15.|lbid-» ?P» 15-16.
g
Ibid. , t> . 16
.
Ibid.
, p .16
.
c
The Connecticut code of 1650" introduced supervision by
civic officers and named the "Selectmen of every Tov/ne" as
the custodians of public education* In 1^90? the grand jury
were made jointly responsible with the selectmen for insuring
education. These neoole visited schools and homes to see
that laws were obeyed.
In the latter part of the sixteenth century, the tovms
and parishes appointed school committees to administer the
schools. In 1702?, these committees vvere recognized, but were
not required by the State to act as alternate agents with the
selectmen in school administration.
1
0
In 1750, the state definitely required the appointment
of school committees, and differentiated for the first time
the functions of Ad inistration and Supervision. The committee
were assigned the administration of school lands and funds,
and the school visitors were to inspect and supervise schools,
approve school matters, and investigate expenditure of pub-
lic money for school purposes.
Bernard C. Steiner, op. cit., p. 17.
7
*ublic Records of the Colony of Connecticut, Vol. IV, 1689
1706, p. 30.
Mrs. Helen Martin talker, op. cit., p. 16.
Public Records of the Colony of Connecticut, Vol. IV, 1689
1706 , p . 375
.
^ublic Records of the Colony of Connecticut, Vol. V,
170 6-1716, p. 46 2.
11 Mrs. Helen Martin r.alker, loc. cit.
[r
In 1 79 5 i
2 school societies by law displaced town and eccles-
iastical societies and, in acts of 1798 and 1799, the school
societies were given connlete control of school funds together
1 3
with the administration of all school affairs. At this ti e,
school visitors changed from elected officials to aooointees
14
of the school committees of the school societies. This paved
the way for the school expert.
1 a
In 1844," Governor Baldwin, recognizing the need for im-
provement in the schools of the state, recommended to the leg-
islature that an acting school visitor should be apoointed
from each local school board.
16 17Already, in 1839, upon r ec ommenda ti on of Dr. Barnard, the
state oermittsd the school visitors to aeooint two persons
to serve as a committee to perform certain duties of the vis-
itors, as the exa ing of teachers and the supervision of schools.
For this, there was a fee of, at least, one dollar per day of
actual service-) Thus, school supervision w-^s established as a
separate function and worthy of pay.^
19When, in 1855, the towns gained the oower to organize
into school societies and elect boards of education to manage
their schools, these boards were permitted to employ a Sup-
^Mrs. Helen Martin Walker, loc. cit.
^Ibid, , p . 27.
**Ibid., po 28.
to Ibid. , p . 28.
1 Pi Bernard C. Steiner, op. cit., p. 41.
^Public Acts of the State of Connecticut, 1839, Chap. 50, Sec. 1-26.
Bernard C. Steiner, lo. cit.
Helen Martin Walker, op. cit., p. 37.

erintend'Bnt of Schools who should examine t^ichsrs and visit
schools.
Following this permissive law, eich town in Connecticut,
with the 3xc3oti;n of two and a part of another , avai 1 ed itsalf
20
of some form of professional suDervision. In 1931, the legisla-
ture passed a law requiring the board of education of each
town to provide for sup;rvision of the schools under its con-
trol by either a Superintendent or Sunervising Agent.
^Public Acts of the State of Connec ticut , 1855 • Ghao . 50. Sec. 1-26.
Directory of Connecticut Public School Officials, Connecticut
School Document, No.l, 1931, State Board of Education, Hartford, Conn.
21Public Acts of the State of Connecticut, 1931, Chap. 46, Sec. 124a.

CHAPTER II
The Relationship between the Board of Education and
the Sup erintendant
As a nreface to the discussion of the personnel relation-
shin between the Suo srint sndent and the Board of Education,
Charts I and II are inserted. (See pages 15 and 16») In these
charts are entered opinions from the administrative exnerts,
Cubberley and Andarsoh together with statements from the Conn-
ecticut laws, which set forth the functions of the Board of
Education and of the Suo erin t endent of Schools respectively.
From a study of the charts I and II, and from the peru-
sal of the works of others, ''who have studied the relationship
existing between the Sunerintendent and the Board, it is clear
that full responsibility for the conduct of local school af-
fairs is vsted in the Board of Education. Only as competent
superintendents have demonstrated their ability have the boards
apprehensively and slowly relinquished even administrative con-
Xtrol. It is generally conceded to day that the function of the
Board of Education is legislative while that of the Suoerin-
tendent is executive*
The Superintendent is generally an ex officio member
of the Board of Education with full power to advise r and
discuss but without a vote* He may initiate and recommend,
'Fred Engelhardt, Public School Organization and Adminis-
t rat i on
, p • 85 •
^•Ibid. , p . 84.
^Ibid. , p . 37-89.
*Ibid. , p . 85.
4t
and, in some mattsrs, ha alone can initiate, but legislative
if
action rests with the Board, Even, where he is given by lav/
veto oower^and jurisdiction outside of the range of the author-
ity of the Board, the orivileges so given are of minor im-
portance, and have little significance in the mana^enent of the
local schools.
Wi th this understanding of the relationship between the
Board and the Superintendent, how is the Superintendent to con-
duct himself? Y/hat the Suo ar i n t enden t of Schools does deoends
not so much upon his knowledge of the accented functions of the
Sun er i n tendent and Board, important as this knowledge is, as
uoon the recognition of the social functions of his office. A
Suo 3rint endent with a well rounded philosoohy of life will find
few orecedents uoon which to base his educational philosophy/
This philosophy, he should not thrust unon his board. He
should not feel that his function is to wheedle and cajole the
iboard into oassing his suggestions. He should reir.ember that the
board members are representatives of the oublic m.ind, and that
/a
their sentiments are accurate pictures of the public thoughts.
He should, however, keep the members of the board informed of
the progress and needs of the schools. Regular and accurate
reports and suggestions, unobscured by routine details, will
Oscar F. YJeber, Problems in Public School Administration,
p. 71-72.
^•J. C. Morrison, The Legal Status of the Suoerintendent of
Schoo 1 s , p . 5 3.
~Fred Engelhardt, loc. cit.
^Oscar F. Weber, op. cit., Chap. Ill
*Ibid.
, p . 69 .
"W. N. Anderson, A Manual for School Officers, p. 25.
''Oscar F. .Teber, oo. cit., p. 34.
t
cause the board to appreciate the school situation as he ap-
preciates it. If he applies himself to educating the board
on the larger nroblems of policy, organization , and procedure,
the board will respect his judgment. If he effici-ntly handles
the details of his position, he will assume the role of a
trusted servant.
Thus, with a board that has faith in his judgr.ent, and
confidence in his executive ability, he will busy himself,
not in ar-uing with a board to put across educational im-
provements, but will have a board consulting him as an ex-
pert in education.
It sometimes happens that individual members of the
board approach the Superintendent to bargain with him or
to dictate with pseudo-authority. It is plain that no member of
/a
a board has any authority as an individual. It is clearly the duty
of the Superintendent to bring, as diplomatically as poss-
ible, before the entire board any matters brought to him by
an individual member, if the matter is worthy of their con-
sideration. Certainly, he should not treat with a member of
the board ,as a person having authority.
w. N. Anderson, op. cit»
, p. 34.
Kt
CHART I
FUNCTIONS OF BOARD OF
EDUCATION
As exoressed by laws of tha state As exoressed by Cubberley
of Connect i cut
.
'
To assume certain r9sr> onsibi li t i e
s
relative to educationally except-
ion children.
To hold hearings relative to school
accomodatioas
.
To orovide t ran so or tat i on for cer-
tain school pupils.
To decide uoon certain asoects of
instruction not definitely re-
quired by law*
To enforce laws relative to employ,
rnent of ohildren.
To Describe, furnish, and control
text books and library equipment
subject to regulations of State
Board of Education.
To orovide buildings, grounds,
and equipment.
To Dass uoon certain matters rel-
ative to the school buildings.
To select, school sites.
To consider recommendations for
expansion of the school system.
To establish and control elementary
schools, high schools, and evening
schools.
To emoloy only qualified teachers.
To discharge teachers.
To discharge their legal duties rel-
ative to teacher retirement.
To orevent legislation which is
against the best interests of
the schools under their control.
To enumerate and reoort school child-
ren.
Notes: The functions listed under each source are not necessarily completeor mutually exclusive, but are a compilation- of functions as ex-oressed m sections dealing specifically with. such.
Ellvjood P. Cubberley, Public School Administration, op. 118-122.w. N. Anderson, A Manual for School Officers,op. 29-42.Laws Relating to Education, Connecticut School Document, No . 2 . 1931State Board of Education, Hartford, Connecticut. ' 'Ibid., Sec. 21*
Ibid., Sec. 47.
Ibid. Sec. 47 157, 48, 49 , 50 , 15 2 , 15 3 , 157 , 1 68 , 203 ,& 233.ibid., Sec. 51, lo2, 308.
IHa" o 90 \ 54 ' 70 * Ibid.. Sec. 105 , 122, 127, 129 .bid., Sec. 89, lol,l04,158. Ibid., Sec. 110.
Ibid., Sec.91,lol.
Ibid., Sec. 93, 94, 96, 97.
Ibid., Sec. 101, 103, 108, 111, H 2
, 114, 115.
4s exoreseed by Anderson
To approve or make the final decision
concerning any needed or proposed
expansion or enlargement of the ed-
ucational system*
To select school sites*
To consider and approve building plans*
To act. as custodian of all school prop-
erty.
To act as a court of final appeal for
|he teachers, principals, and school
natrons in matters that the Superin-
tendent has not been able to handle
satisfactorily©

As expressed by laws of the
State of Conn«otlout.
CHART II
FUNCTIONS OF SUPERINTENDENT
n
As expressed by An d arson
I A s expressed by Anderson
To act as-executive agent of
Board of Education.
To nominate teachers if not em-
powered to emoloy same.
To perform duties as defined by
the Board of Education.
To net ae executive officer
of the School Board, and also
to be its eyes, and ears, and
brains
.
To be supervisor of the instruct-
ion in the schools, and also the
leader, adviser, inspirer, and
friend of the teachers, and be-
tween them and the Board of Ed-
ucation to act, at times, as an
arbi t er
.
To cct as executive officer
«f the School B oard.
To direct all employees con-
noted with the school. To
investigate applicants for
positions in the schools and
to recommend or nominate
teachers for election by the
Boird or teachers' committee.
To have supervision of the
[public schools, or district,
their organization and class-
ification.
To plan and develop with the
laid of the Principal and teach-
ers a course of study, instruct-
ion »nd recreation.
To make such rules tld regulations
for the management of the schools
ae he and the teachers may deem
necessary and proper.
To select text books, apparatus,
tand educational supplies.
To be organizer and director of
the work of the schools, in all
their different phases, and to
act as a representative of the
schools and all for which the
schools stand before the people
of the community.
To investigate aoolicants for
positions in the schools, and
to recommend or nominate .eachers
'for election by the Board or
Teachers' Committee.
'To keep the board informed of the
progress, needs, and conditions
of the schools; to suggest means
for improvements, and to make
isuch reports as board may require.
To attend board meetings.
To safeguard the interests of the
children in the schools. To con-
stantly keep in mind the larger
educational interests of the
community as a whole.
Notes: The functions listed under each source are not necessarily complete
or mutually exclusive, but are a compilation of functions as ex-
pressed in sections, dealing specifically with such.
Ellwood P. Cubberley, Public School Adrr.ini st r at i on,p . 1 33 .
W. N. Anderson, A Manual for School Officers, pp. 347-358.
To assign and transfer teachers
and to recommend the reelection
and dismissal of teachers.
jTo fix and prescribe a mode for
regular examination, to super-
vise promotion and classifica-
tion of applicants for admission
to the schools.
To seethat registers and all
necessary records are properly
ken t
.
To hold taachers8 meetings as
often as he thinks advisable*
/To emoloy temporary sub-
stitute teachers in case
of sickness or inability
of the regular teachers.
To have general super-
vision over the jani-
tor' 8 work.
Notes: Laws Relating to
Eduoation, Conn. State
Document, No. 2, 1931*
Conn. State Board of
Education, Hartford,
Conn •
Ibid., Sec. 111.
Ibid., Seo. 110.
Ibid,, Sec. 111.

CHAPTER III
R e 1 a
t
ionshio between the Cornmunit.y and the Superintendent
In some communities, the Superintendent ie regarded as
a person who hands out supplies, rings bells, or oerforms some
similar routine function.' Indeed, it was only when compelled
by law to do so that certain towns of Connecticut employed
3
such an official. These towns seemingly thought that the teachers
emnloy d were adequately oaring for their schools without the
exDenss of a Superintendent • Every Superintendent should be con-
stantly aware of the need for building up the office of Super-
intendent of Schools to the ooint where it will stand high in
public esteem.
Every contact must so be handled as to leave the best ia-
pression possible of the School Department. He must not forget
that a large percentage of his contacts with the public will
be through meeting individuals, either in his office or else-
where. Whatever the subject of conversation, it may be his chance
to impress an individual with the dignity of the school system.
He should be pleasant, democratic, direct, openminded, and dem-
onstrate his willingness to serve thegood of the community.
In no case, should he be petty, arbitrary, impatient, unreason-
'Oscar F. Weber, Problems in Public School Admini strati on,o • 25
•
-^Norfolk, Clinton, and a part of Groton.
^Connecticut School Document, No. 1, 1931, State Board of Educa-
tion, Hartford, Connecticut.
t t-
J, 6
able, or show personal pique toward those with whom he comes
in contact*
He should never refuse an audience's request for a few
well chosen words. He should be able to state in a siumle,
straight-forward way, not what he is doing, but what the schools,
supplemented by the community, are doing and what projects
they might well enter*^
He should remember that his function is to educate the
s
community, not to comolain concerning its shortcomings.
With education broadening its scope, and including more
and more, the functions of the home and the community, the
need for a better appreciation of the work of the schools
by its patrons is imoortant. There is no better medium for
conducting this current of aporeciation than through those
who are being educated. Although organized publicity will
still hold a place, the more conscious effort that is ex-
pended in using the regular contacts of the school to foster
better understandings between the school and people of the
community, the less will be the need of publicity stunts.
There are many local associations and organizations
with which the school may well cooperate. The most outstanding
of these associations is the Parent Teachers' Association*
'Ellwood P. Cubberley, Loo. cit.
^Ellwood P. Cubberley, loc. cit.
Fred Engelhardt, Public School Organization and Administration
pp. 136 and 533.

Mason 7 lays down the following objectives for the Parent Teachers'
Association:
It Child welfare: To nromote child welfare in home,
school, church, and community*
II. Home: To raise the standards of home lifo.
III. Laws: To secure more adequate laws for the care
and protection of women and children.
IV. Cooperation: To bring into closer relation the home,
and the school, that oarents and teachers may coop-
erate intelligently in the training of the child.
V. Public Opinion: To develop between educators and the
general Dublic such uni+^d efforts as will secure
for every eh* i 3 the highest advantages in physical,
cental, moral, and spiritual education.
By way of further exnlanation t iiason makes the following
su-rmary^of the Parent- Teacher movement as organized by the
National Congress of Parents and Teachers:
The Pa rant-Teacher movement, as organized by the Nation-
al Congress of Parents and Teachers, is not for the purpose
of providing a "woman's auxiliary to the board of education."
It is not a crusaie to reform the schools.
It is not a lyceum course, offering a series of varied
entertainment to the community.
It is not a federation of clubs, in which each club de-
veloos its peculiar interest according to its fancy, and
unites with others for certain great objectives.
Rather, it is a great school for oarents and for teachers,
with one main object, to know the child.
"Martha Sorague t-ason, Parents and Teachers, (A Survey pre-
pared under the auspices of the National Congress of Parents
and Teachers^ p. 111.
'•Ibid., p. 133.
c(
It is a social experiment in cooperative education, carried
on according to a single standard in home, school, and community
It is a demonstration that not only government, but mental,
moral, and physical reform must be conducted "by the people for
the peoole'i and that prev>nti">n by the parents will in time do
away with the necessity for cure or correction oy the state.
It is a proof that the vast, unexoloit id reserves of parent
Dower, fully understood, intelligently directed, aoolied through
the simole machinery of local interest rather than by the more
complicated systems of public welfare agencies, will accomplish
from within that which no external application of civic better-
ment hns been able thus far to achieve.
It is an agency through whose means local conditions may
be investigated and approved, the value /f education and its
tools and its skilled administrators may be made clear to the
public, and the findings of experts in hygiene and child de-
velopment may be brought within reach of the people who most
n3ed the scientific knowledge in their profession of parent-
hood.
It is a ^reat democracy in which all points of difference,
social, racial, religious, and economic, are lost to sieht in
the united effort to reach a common goal, the .relfare of all the
children of every state in the Union.
The Parent Teacher Association is now common even in the
smaller c ommuni ti e s • I t is a good institution through which
the administrator may bring before the parents new and changing
views of education.
Here, also, the teachers may meet the parents and exchange
views pertaining to -he welfare and progress of the children.
This organization may furnish the only opportunity for teachers
to meet Parents under favorable conditions.
Wm. Anderson, A Manual for School Officers, p. 322.
e. I
!
o
Othar organizations with which the Sud erintendent may
well cooosrate are Chamber of Commerce, Scouts' Organizations
Visiting Nurse Associations, Week Day Schools of Religion,
Junior Red Cross, Musical Organizations, T-Dachers of liusic,
Parochial Schools, Rotary Club, and Kiwanis Club. Some com-
munities have other worthy organizations with which the schoo
should coooerate. Before entaring into any relationship with
an outside organization, the Sud 3 rintendent should carefully
deter ine the educational value of the connection. He should
have one oriteria,- Will my act of cooperat on increase the
oooortuni ti es for child well being in my community?
(
CHAPTER IV
Th e Relation 3hjp i nvol vi ng Super in t en do at and Teachers
The function of the Sup eri nt end en t is the improvement
of the educational opoortuni ties to the end that the educand
may receive the greatest possible training in worthy living*
This orocedure is commonly known as Supervision. In discuss-
ing Supervision, Burton has laid down principles which should
operate in the procedure of Supervision* Although not necessar-
ily complete, they are expressive of the spirit which should
guide supervisory activities. The principles are as follows:
1. The aim of supervision is the i mr> r ovemen t of teaching.
2. Supervision will inspire and encourage the good teacher
to further study, to experimentation, to preparation
for higher positions and more responsibility.
3. Supervision will redirect and improve the work of the
average and mediocre teacher. It will eliminate those
teachers who fail^to measure up to definite standards
of good teaching.
4. Supervision proceeds upon the basis of definite, well
well understood standards.
5. Supervision proceeds upon the basis of a definite or-
ganized programme.
6. Supervision must supply the means of enabling teachers
to live up to the standards set and to carry out the
programme outlined.
7. Supervision is essentially a cooperative procedure.
8. ,/hile the application of the standards and the real-
ization of the programme must be authoritative,
"George Drayton Strayer and Naomi NorsvYorthy, How To Teach, p. 1.
..alter Robinson Smith, Principles of Educational Sociology,
p. 610.
-^William H. Burton, Supervision and The Improvement of Teaching
pp. 10-12.
A
scientific), and impersonal, there must be manifest a kindly
and sympathetic spirit.
9. Supervision must develoD and encourage on the cart
of the teachers initiative, self-reliance, intelligent in-
deoendence, and the successful assumotion of responsibility*
It must capitalize the teacher's ability and experience.
10. The administrative asoect of sunervision is second-
ary to the pedagogical.
11. When supervision is inspectorial, it should never
be simply that and nothing more*
12. Sunervision must be judged by its results*
13. The supervisor must be specifically and definitely
trained for his work.
14. The type of democratic leadership involved in su-
pervision demands the v ry highest type of well
rounded, poised personality.
There are means of improving instruction through improving
teacher personnel. These means are partly supervisory in function
but also largely administrative. The writer will place in this
category proper selection of teachsrs, adequate salary schedule,
provision for professional improvement in service, and co-
operative teacher rating*
Other problems of the Superintendent which are largely
of a supervisory nature are improvement of t'^e teaching act,
selecting and organizing subject matter, and maintaining good
morale in the teaching force.
Each of the foregoing topics deserve a separate volume.
The writer will confine himself, however, to sstting forth the
main problems involved, with general suggestions for their
soluti on

CHAPTER V
Beljotto n_o f Teacher .
All teach3rs should be nominated by the Suo er in t en dent
•
No one can have a better knowledge of the nature of the vacancy,
or the qualification of a candidate than the Suo erintendent » If
the Sud er int end ant makes such nominations, there is less likeli-
hood of pull or Dolitics to olay a Dart. Cubberley lays down six
orincioles as a guide for the selection of teachers. They are :
1. The superintendent of schools should nominate all taach-
srs, princiDals, supervisors, and assistant superintendents ,in
writing, to the board of education for election or for promotion.
In the case of elenentary school teachers, the election should
be to a oosit' on in the schools, all assign ents to positions
being left to the superintendent.
2. The board may either confirm or disprove his nominations,
but should have no power of substituting other names of its own
choice.
3. In case any nomination is dissaproved, the superintendent
should then nominate a new oerson for the position.
4. The board should be permitted to elect, without such
nomination, only in case the superintendent refuses to make
a noicinatioa.
5. The members of the board of education should refer all
applicants to the superintendent of schools, and refuse to dis-
cuss politics with them. To this end, the board should announce
that, by rule, it has given the power 0 f nomination to the super-
intendent, and that the members do not desire aoplicants or
their friends to visit them on the matter.
/- Fred Sngelhardt, Public School Organization and Administration,
p. 96.
-*Ellwood P. Cubberley, Public School Administration, p. 205.
^Ibid. , p . 206-207.
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6. In a city where a competitive examination system is in use,
the board should refuse to see aonlicants or their friends ,in-
dividually, and should announce thai the a 1 tempt so to visit
them will be regarded as unprofessional conduct, and will prej-
udice the anolicant's chanc ?s of securing a position.^
Cubb3rley also sets down the following elements as factors
in the formation of judgments as to the worth of an aoolicant
for a teaching position.
La Professional preparation and experience. A lower grade
being given for the minimun preparation and experience required
by the rules, or for too much experience under poor conditions,
and increasing for larger oreoarat:on, and valuable experience,
in to a certain maximum grade.
2. Evidence as to professional success. No general letters
of recommendation to be considered. Candidates to submit names
of persons engaged in educational work who can speak as to their
training and teaching success. From these, or others, confiden-
tial letters to be obtained and the evidence rated. This rating
may also be based, wholly or in part, on seeing the candidate
at work in a schoolroom.
,
5. Personality and adaptability to the .= ork of instruction.
Eased on a personal interview.
4. Physical examination by the health supervisor or by a
designated physician.
The question arises as to whether the Superintendent should
elect only applicants or should search for teachers. If the school
is to have the best teachers for the money, the Superintendent
should search for good teachers far and wide.-5
The Superintendent should have a memorandum*^ of where good
teachers may be found, so that when a vacancy exists, he may
investigate more in detail available candidates of the better
sort
Ellwood P. Cubberley, Public School Administration, p.207.
-^Ibid., p. 209.
. H . Anderson, A Manual for School 0 f fic er
s
,pp . 50-5 1
.
cr 1
To carry out this invos ti gati on , he may resort to registra-
tion blanks from Teachers' Agenci es, state or city dooartment
records, or, bett-r still, annlication blanks made up by the
Suo erint endent with the specific needs of the system in mind.
As soon as the teachers statement of his qualifications
is to be had, the Sud erin tendent should investigate all ref-
erences making sure that the paoole referred to know the an
-
nlicant's qualifications, and are qualified judges of his a-
b i 1 i t y •

CHAPT !B VI
De t i rmini ng S alary S c hedu la
s
The problem of salary adjustment looms largo when we consider
that, of more than two billions, soent annually for oublic ed-
ucation in elementary and secondary schools in the United States,
nore than fifty oercent goes to the salaries of teach3rs, supsr-
visors, and adnini stratora*' When a school board fixes the amount
of salaries to be paid its teachers, it fixes the profession-
al standard^of its teachers, and thus molds the future wel-
fare of every child coming under its care.
Sad as it may seem, the oublic too often thinks teachers
to be so many hired help who may be bargained for and hired
with the greatest economy. Attempts to raise the profession-
al standards of the teachers in a school system are apt to be
opposed by some who are in sympathy with the "poor teacher" J
who will be effected.
Teachers who are in a rut, and prospective teachsrs of
scant preparation never fail to enlist the aid and sympa-
thies of friends to combat a higher standard.^
However, the Suosrinteniant must recognize that higher
oay and higher standards can not be separated* The first step
in raising standards for teaching seems to be the raising of
salaries. Only after a teacher is enabled to live as a person
of culture and refinement can he afford to sosnd money on
''Practices effecting Teacher Personnel, Research Bulletin
of the N. E. A., Vol. 6, No. 4, Sept. 1928, p. 210.
^•Oscar F. /eber, Problems in "Public School Ad inistration,
p. 253.
-*Fred Engelhardt, Public School Organization and Ad inis-
tration,p. 200.
"•Ell wood P. Cubbsrley, Public School Administration, p. 200.
^•Ellwood P. Cubbsrley, loc . cit.

Drofessional i r P rov ement •
Realizing the importance of th3 salary schedule, and the
nrofessional knowledge required in devising such, the school
board should look to the superintendent for his recommendations
7
as to salary schedule, and rules for its administration*
The Superintendent has the problem of recommending in-
itial salaries and providing for effective schedule of in-
creases* The beginning salary should be large enough to at-
tract a desirable class of teachers. Since a beginning teach-
er tends to improve with experience, a salary increment based
uoon experience alone is justified for a short time only. Be-
yond a certain noint, raises should be granted to stimulate
industry, to encourage individual imorovement, and to reward
9general merit.
a
Cubberley lists four plans to apportion rewards on a
basis of merit. They are:
1. Attaching different -salaries to positions and pro-
moting from the lower paid to the higher paid.
2. Additional salary grants for evidences of increased
scholarship or professional preparation.
3. Establishment of grades in the teaching service, with
a different salary schedule for each, usually involving the
oassing of some form of promotional examination.
4. Grading teachers on the basis of estimated efficiency,
using usually some rather elaborate form of scale.
xEllwood P. Cubberley, Public School Administration,
op. 251-252.
Fred ilngelhardt, loc. cit.
?Ibid.
, p .98.
f,Ellwood P. Cubb3rley, op. cit. pp. 254-255.
"•Ibid., p. 256 .
c
10 t " fEngelhardt has examined Evenden s study of teachers sal-
aries, and has set down the following principles for administer-
ing salary oayments and salary schedules:
1. Salaries should be Daid promotly and on datss scheduled*
2. A newly elected teacher should be started on the
salary level determined by her training and experience.
3. In transferring a teacher from one schedule to anoth-
er, the olace in the new schedule should be determined by the
salary she is receiving rather than by the length of service.
4. When salary schedule orovisions must be set aside
to meet unusual conditi ns, soecial ruling of the school board
should provide for them, instead of making changes in schedules.
5. All salary schedules should be flexible enough to
meet all emergencies.
6. If it is desirable, have different schedules for men and
women. In this case, the items in the schedule should be raised
for the men rather than lowered for the women.
7. A schedule should not decrease the salary of teachers in
the system who are getting more than the schedule orovides. They
should not receive increases until they meet the added required
standards
•
8. Rather than make elaborate schedules providing for
different kinds of work, it is better to give additions for
such duties assigned as require extra pr\-paration«
9» Increases should not become automatic with increased
t enure
•
Fred Engelhardt, on • cit., op.200-201.
'E. S. Evenden, Teachers Salaries and Salary Schedules,
Commission Series, No.6, National Education Association, ./ash-
ington, D. C, 1919.
cI 1 t.
G
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CHAPTER VII
Training of Teachers in Service.
In a measure, the strength of the teaching corps may be
increased yearly by filling vacancies so that a current of new
id^as, new enthusiasm, and new standards of preparation shall
bring new life to the teaching corps. Such a leavening of a
teaching corns with an infusion of new blood cannot be relied
uoon to keep the instruction up to date.'
To insure uroper professional growth, provisions should
be made by the Suo erintendent for systematic teacher training,
and premiums should be placed on the efforts of teachers who
voluntarily do more than the required work. This training
should include not only professional growth^but also personal
growth. Teachers often resist any attempts at further training,
particularly that of the personal growth type. Few teacher, how-
ever, would fail to benefit from a definite teacher training pro-
gram fostered by the Suo erintendent of Schools.
The most effective devices for teacher training are, with-
out doubt* teachers' meetings, college and normal summer schools,
and college or state extension courses. These devices should
be relied unon to produce a dynamic philosophy of life in
'Ellwood ?o Cubberley, Public School Administration, pp. 225-231.
41 bid., p. 2 31.
AIbid., o. 232.
'.William H. Burton, Supervision and Imorovement of Tsaching,
t>p . 320-324.
TK. Updegraff, Proceedings of the N. 3. A., 1911, p. 434.
^Superintendent Van Sickle, Proceedings of the N. 3. A.,
1911, p. 437.
0
the teachers. This philosophy of life will effect their phil-
osophy of education, and the two philosophies will converge
and form the set which will determine the method which a
teacher uses in setting uo a learning situation. 0
Other devices' for training teachers in service in-
clude reading circles, demonstration teaching, profession-
al magazines, in tervi si tat i ons , and educational bulletins.
There are various types^of teachers' meetings which
may be used to preserve the unity of the school system f
and, for the discussion of certain phases of school work,
or instruction, either for administrative, supervisory,
or inspirational purposes.
These meetings may include all teachers in a system, or
only a few teachers called together to discuss a minor element
of instruction. The types of meetings may include:
1. A general meeting for the purpose of discussing large
principles and affairs of common concern.
2. Grade or departmental meetings called for specific
discussion relative to some particular problem of a grade
or department.
3. Intergrade meetings called to articulate work of
closely related grades and to discuss problems of common
int erest
•
4. Building meetings called for the purpose of out-
lining building policies.
^Wm. H. Anderson, A Manual for School Officers, p. 314.
^.<m. H. Burton, op. cit., p. 324.
^Ellwood ?. Cubberley, op. cit., p. 223.
' illiam H. Burton, loo. cit.
T
.
:
. N. Anderson, op. cit., pp. 314-318.
*E 1 1 w ood P. Cuoberley, op. cit., p. 233.

5, Meetings of suoarvi sor , and principals to discuss
clans for general policy and procedure*
There are certain criteria which should govern the or-
ganizati n of any type of teachers' meeting. These criteria
may be list ad as follows:
1. Meetings should not be called to disseminate direc-
tions or information which could as well be given out in type-
written or mimeographed form*
2. Sach meeting should be thoroughly planned*
3. Te^chirs should be amoly informed in advance of the
time, place, and content of the meeting* A mimeograohed brief
should be sent out*
4. All meetings should begin and end on time*
5. II o teacher should be excused from a meeting for any
cause which would not excuse him from classroom teaching*
6* The topic should be of real interest to the group
called to meet*
7. Provision should be made for the expression of o-
pinion from each teacher. The attitude of cooperate enterprise
should prevail*
8* Principals, heads of departments, or sup3rvisors
should lead the meeting of groups under their supervision*
9, A record should be kept of the proceedings in each
meeting*
10* Meetings of over a few minutes in duration should
not be held after school. The best times for teachers' meetings
are after a foreshortened school session or in the evening*
Ellwood P. Cubberley, Public School Administration, dp. 233-2~4.
"
:
1 . N. Anderson, op, cit,, pp. 318-320,
%m, H, Burt on, od • cit», pp. 325-326,
r4 *
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For general lmproTement of the teaching force, and for
raising academic standards in the teaching force body, en-
couragement should be given to teachers to nursue university
/o
extension courses and summer school courses* If definite sal-
ary increments are given for specific academic work to be ap-
proved by the Superintendent , he may steer this professional
improving work into courses which will benefit the teacher
n.nd the school system alike. To-day, university extension
courses of such a variety are available at such sundry lo-
cations that there is little excuse for professional stag-
nation due to lack of such facilities.^
The reading circle is another excellent method for teacher
training. This may be an adjunct to the meetings between teach-
ers and princioals. Two or more good books should annually be
carefully studied, discussed, and practiced. Teachers, in this
way, not only accumulate considerable background but also
form desirable professional habits*
The other teacher training devices, demonstration teach-
ing, professional magazines, intervi si tations , and educational
bulletins all have their olace and importance. They should be
;Sllwood P. Cubbarley, Public School Administration, o. 341.
X/A table showing character of extension courses, summer courses,
and residence courses available to Connecticut teachers may be
found on p • of this thesis.
^Villiam H. Burton, op. cit., p. 324.
"Ellwood P. Cubberley, oo . cit., o. 234.
f
carefully planned and systematically carried out. The super-
visory activities of the system should be closely allied with
these training devices so that worthwhile nhi lo soohi es and
nroc?dures may influence the classroom teacher.
Table I follows on oage<37
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CHAPTER VIII
The Rating of Teaohera
To rate or not to rato / has been the issue of a battle royal
between administrative experts in the past. Yet, viewing the
question in a dispassionate way, it aoosarc that all teachers
are rated anyway* Evsry judgment made by the Sun er i n tendent
relative to a teacher is a form of rating* Why, then, should
not these judgments be made more objective?
Among some of the orominent objecti ns"Ho rating are the
f ol lowing
:
1. Different individuals rate differently, and it is
unfair to rate unless the sa :e person rates all teachers.
2. It orevents teaching from becoming a profession.
3. Unfair discrimination creeps in.
4. It enforces the will of the supervisor, and not the
needs of the puDil.
In general, these indictments are against the people who
rate and the use of ratings rather than against the principle
of rating* Ratings of some sort must be used as devices to de-
termine promotions and demotions, tenure, and salary. This
can only be construed as a'pinor use, however. Rating should
be a cooperative endeavor^ toward professional improvement,
and should involve teacher judgment as well as supervisory
judgment
•
"William H. Burton, Supervision and the Improvement of Teaching,
p. 348.
2,Ava L. Parrott, Abolishing the Rating of Teaching,N. E. A.
Proceedings, 1917, p. 1168.
'William H. Burton, on. cit., p. 354.
r
If the teacher is to become professional, he must be carried
forward by the professional urge. External pressure through an
externally administered rating scheme will scarcely develop this.
Rugg realized this, and in writing in 11 The Elementary School
Journal", he says, " if a rating scheme is to be truly
helpful, its chief element must be self -improvement through
self-rating. iKorovament of teachers in service rests directly
upon the initial step of self criticism.
To insure success, the rating device should be coopera-
tively selected cooperatively administered. Teachers should
study the uses, dangers, abuses, and possibilities of rating
systems. The whole theory of rating should be common knowledge
in the entire system. The rating card may then be cooperatively
determined or selected from the many now in use. The teacher
should rate himself several times and compare wi th the rating
of the supervisor. This comparison should take olace at a
conference in which there will be a clearing up of points
of view. It should stimulate self-realization on the part
of the supervisor as well as on the part of the teacher*
The National Education Association lays down principles
for the governing of rating schemes, the gist of which is
as follows: Professional improvement should be the main aim
National Education Association, Committee of One Hundred
on Classroom Teacher s' Problems , Report on Teacher Rating,
National Education Association, Washington, D.C.
,
July, 1925.
^William H. Burton, loo. oit., p. 361.
'ibid., p. 3 62.
f»
of teacher rating.' The rating system should be such that each
teacher rated shall gain a realization of the definite and
concrete basis for the improvement of his efficiency* The
methods us^d in rating shall be as objective and scientific
as nossible.
The results of all ratings are to be in the hands of
each teacher for the purpose of guiding and stimulating fur-
ther growth. One official shall be final rating authority
to whom principals and supervisors are advisers. Any rating
scheme to be used should be mutually agreed upon by admin-
istrative and supervisory staff and classroom t^achsrs. Co-
operative endeavor for professional growth should be the
key note of the scheme.
Closely allied to the rating of teachers is the problem
of measuring instruction. It has been previously suggested
that every judgment is a form of measurement. Using some
phase of judgment, the Superintendent, Supervisors, and
Principals are constantly measuring the outcomes of the
educational program. The present tendency is to base these
judgments upon evidence that is as reliable and objective
"National Education Association, Committee of One Hundred
on Classroom Teachsrs 1 Problems, Report on Teacher Rating,
>.tional Education Association, ivashington, D. C, July, 1925.
I
as nossibla. The usa of the modern standard test is taking
soma of the guess work out of these ratings. 7 These tests are
/a
not fool proof and infallible. If used to evaluate instruction,
such a test must be Bighed against the objectives of the sub-
ject measured to insure vali di ty. ' Thi s will be easier if the
objactived, as expressed in the course of study, have been
worked out cooperatively as suggested in a later discussion
on the making of the curriculum.
Unfortunately, habits, skills, and knowledges are "ore
easily musured than attitudes and other g3neral patterns
/J.
of control. This should not dissuade one from attempting
to measure as objectively as possible these general Datterns
of control.
As important as supervisory judgments are, they take sec-
i
'd
ond place to the teacher s own judgment of his accomplishment*
He should understand the meaning and use of the standardized
test. In caring for the individual need, thay are his chief
/ifdiagnostic aid. He should understand how to give them, how
to record his results, and what the results show'^about the
educand and about the teacher's effectiveness. Once the
diagnosis is made, there must be effective remedial instruction.
*Guy M. Wilson and Kramer J. Hoke, How to Measure, p. 3-6,
* Ibid. , p • 4.
"Ibid*
, p , 5
.
''ibid., pp. 517-518.
,Jffm. Charters, The Teaching of Ideals, op. 327-328.
'TTriter's Opinion.
/A
'..m. H. Bur ton , • Sup ervi si on and the Improvement of Instruction,
pp. 293-294.
'•*Ebid.
, pp . 239-290.
' I bid
•
, oc . c i t
•
f
Judgments of accomolishm^nt are needed for oroinotiona and
renorts to Durante. This opens uo a .ide field of controver-
sy on the theory of narking. Since schools operate successfully
on a variety of marking schemes, it ssens that the administra-
tion of the marking system is the most important phase of it«
The narking system like the curriculum should be the result of
cooperative end savor / I f the various departments of the educa-
tional system have concurred to devise or select the marking
system, there is apt to be a clearer understanding of stand-
ards, m?aning of symbols, basis for judgment, and other ele-
ments of marking which are capable of varied interpretations.
fg
As in other supervisory procedure, cooperative endeavor
vrill materially aid in the measurement of the results of instruction.
"william H. Burton, Supervision and the Improvement of
Instruction, p. 11.
Tbid., loc. cit.
f1
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CHAPTER IX
Imnro v e meji t of the Taaching Ac t
Under the imn rovement of the teaching act may be placed the
tonics of school management and provision for instruction*
School management concerns itself with the folio.-ing:'
1. ^reparation for the opening of school.
2. A daily program of studies.
3. Handling of supplies and books.
4 • Di scioline
•
5. Classroom Recoids.
6. Seating and Passing of ouoils.
7. Physical conditions of room.
If these matters are to be handled successfully, the teacher
must have a proper knowledge of the elements involved. To stim-
ulate this realization, the teachers in cooperation with the
principals and supervisors should devise check lists under each
heading listed above, so that when the teaching situation a-
rises, there is definite planned action. For instance, before
thelpoening of school, the teacher might consult an outline
something like this:
1. Is my room suited to the expected group?
2. Is all classroom equipment in good order?
3. Do I understand building signals?
4. what room signals shall I use?
5. Are my supplies arranged?
6 • Is my program posted?
7. Have I prepared adequately for instruction?
''William H. Burton, Supervision and the Improvement of Teaching,
Chan. III.
^Ibid. , p . 49 .
i
The sunarvisor, having worked with the teacher, has a
similar outline* He may use his as a chack list to guide
his suoervieion. It is easier to ask a teacher what she
has outlined with regard to the opening of school than to
try to develoo a urogram, in case the teacher has started
out badly without one*
These outlines in school management should be considered
tentative and sugg stive. A teacher is encouraged to add or
change items, so long as the basic principles underlying
school management are not violated, and so long as the
teacher operates efficiently and without interfering with
others*
No check list of items of school management or any sim-
ilar lists will alone suffice to improve the teaching act. The
teacher is constantly confronted with a new teaching situation.
The vray he meets this situation depends upon his philosophy
of education, his knowledge of the learning process, and his
knowledge of methods of instruction. No longer is the super-
visor justified in handing out the Dalton Plan, the Project
Method, or the Unit Plan like patent medicines, destined to
make cures.
As the basis for the improvement of the teaching act, the
teacher should have a dynamic philosophy of education, and a
u
thorough knowledge of the psychology of learning*
^'Oscar F. Weber, Problems in Public School Administration,
p. 52.
*Ibid., p. 180.
f
t
t
t
There are many factors which influence all types of teachi
These include anDeroeotion, motive, self activi ty ,and individ-
ual difference. The study of any of these educational factors
might serve as a basis for indefinite study and experimentati n
It will be the function of the Superintendent to guide properly
the efforts of the teachers in these investigations to the end
that there will be harmonious and well planned progress toward
definite objectives. There are also several tyoes of lessons
all depending upon a thorough understanding of the principles
of education and principles effecting the learning process.
Of these lesson types, lessons involving reflective thought,
lessons involving imitation, and drill hssons should be
investigated thoroughly* Methods of conducting supervised
study and the project method are worthy of teacher study*
The teachers ohilosoohy of education and knowledge of the
psychology of learning will guide him in his choice of
teaching devices as nothing else can.'5
The forming of this philosophy of education and the
knowledge relative to the learning process should be the
specific ends toward which the program of professional im-
provement in service, heretofore mentioned, should definite-
ly and specifically be guided.
^Oscar F. Weber, Problems in Public School Administration,
p. 181.
tf
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CHAPTER X
The Re 1
a
t i on of t h e Superintendent and his Staff
to "Cu r r ic u 1 urn jj a k i n g
The attitude of the tsachar toward her v/ork may be changed
by the method of setting her task, and by her comt> rehensi on
of how she is to perform hsr function. These facts make the
forming of the curiculum a procedure which strongly effects
the personnel relationships between the Superintendent and
the teaching body. The Superintendent has a heavy responsi-
bility in the selection and the organizati n of subject
matter. Curriculum construction is no longer an occasion where
the Superintendent shuts himself up wi th paste pot, scissors,
and existing courses of study to emerge with a"new course of
study for his system."
The present period is characterized by constant changes
in social demands. A more varied assortment of ounils are en-
tering our schools and staying longer. Sections of the same
state vary greatly as to character of school population, and
attainment of educational level. This condition indicates that
national and state problems of curriculum have a strong local
component. Engelhardt^ooints out three basic issues to be con-
sidered by the local authorities in forming a curriculum.
They are: "Fundamental curriculum considerations, adapting
the curricula to the current and changing requirements,
^Oscar F. Weber, Problems in Public School Administration,
p • 166
.
^•Henry Harap, The Technique of Curriculum Making, p. 5.
3Fred Engelhardt, Public School Organization and Admin-
istration, pp. 417-418.
t
and planning for the future cop'.munity needs. The last two
of these are of great concern to the local Superintendent
•
As far as possible, curricula practice should be based
u.Don scientific investigation, ''here this is lacking, judg-
ments should be held as tentative and modified as new ev-
idence warrants.
In forming a curriculum, the Superintendent, Principals,
Supervisors, and teachers, as well as a curriculum expert from
utside the system should be employed. The inherent value of the
process of curriculum building is liable to transcend the value
of the finished product. Haran has laid down the following set
-7
of rules for forming a curriculum making group:'
1. The group should consist of the most capable and most
industrious persons who can do the job.
2. It should include persons v.rho have the authority to
call upon many teachers for assistance at any step of the
process of revision.
3. The chairman of the group should have some knowledge
of the technique of curriculum making.
4. The group should include the persons who will be re-
sponsible for training the teachers who will carry on the new
course of study.
5. It should include classroom teachers who will think
in terms of actual conditions.
6. It should include principals and other supervisory
officers who represent the administrative point of view.
Oscar F. .ieber, op. cit., pp. 1^6-168.
Henry arap., loc.cit. pp. 5-7.
"Oscar F. Web. op. cit.
'Henry Har^p, op. cit., p. 6*

It is the oninion of the writer that, as soon as the
curriculum is comnlated, it will need modification in Dart.
The curriculum may not be cinsidered as statio, but rather
* live issue deserving of the best work that may be obtained
in the school system.
f
OHAPTEfl XI
E s t ab 1 ishiog and Liaintai.n j np; ^nnH ^nrdls
Burnham, in his "Normal Mind" gives as the minimum essen-
tial for hanoiness to hum«*ns of all ages, threa conditions.'
"A task, a plan, and freedom." If a teacher is to be ha^~
and in high spirits, he must be conscious of his task, make
his plans, and have the freedom to take his task or leave
it. The wise Superintendent accomplishes his ends by"working
with and through his t eacher s . " ^Thi s procedure tends to give
that freedom required for good mental health, and, besides,
,3
stimulates the teacher , for Burnham says that no compulsion
can equal that of one's own task*
Y*
ri th the foregoing philosophy as a*guide, the S-aperin-
tendent can, with profit, attend to those details which make
for the improvement of the school system in general, ffith
this in mind, the following check list is offered as ameans
of insuring good morale*
Salary
Have you a salary schedule?
Is the starting salary adequate?
Have you provided for automatic increases un to a period
from three to five years?
Have you provisions for rewarding professional standing,
professional growth, personal growth, and ability?
Wia. H. Eurnham, The Normal Mind, pp. 207-227.
-"From notes on lecture by Dr. Jesse B. Davis, Springfield, Mass.
Jan. 19, 1932.
^.Wm. H. Burnham, The normal Kind, o. 212»
f\
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I mo roverc9n
t
Are ou maintaining worthwhile series of orofessional
t each s r
s
1 me e t i ngs and reading circles?
Is there ooiortunity for intervi si t at i jii and obsarva-
tion of good teaching?
Are you doing your utmost to make it oossible for your
teachers to avail themselves of University Extension services?
Sup ervi sion
Is your supervision on a cooD^rative basis?
Do you have a method of teacher evaluation which makes
teacher imorovement through self realization the dominant factor?
Does the teachsr have a clear conceot of the fundamental
factors involved in classroom management?
Do you allow a freedom of choice of method commensurate
v/ith the teacher's knowledge of the osycnology of learning
and her soundness in the ohilosophy of education?
Do you give her means for evaluating the work of the oupil?
Do vou recognize your teachers as exoerts when they
are such?
Curriculum
Is yovir curriculum the oroduct of the entire teaching
personnel olus the advice of an exoart in the field?
Is it tentative and suggestive?
Is it always open to constructive revision by teachers?
Is thatfe an oooortunity for axo erimentation
?
<
SI
Sociability and Recreation
Do you attemnt to make the new teacher at home v/hen
he arrives for the first time in your torn?
Are you able to advise teachers accurately concerning
living conditions?
Do you ever have Teachers' k ?etings of a our ly social
nature ?
Do you arrange social functions where teachers meet parents?
cation

CHAPTER XII
Relationship between Sunerintendant and Principals and Suoervisors
In order to examine the relationship between the Super-
intendent and his principals, it is desirable to go into the
history of the offic; of princ ioal ship
•
An Elementary School Principal was at first a full time
teacher whose maturity and ability to handle disciplinary sit-
uations, singled him out as a desirable h?^d for his school*
He had some clerical work, and was responsible for discipline,
but had little to do with the administration or supervision
of the schoo 1 • ;
Since it has been demonstrated that, in an elementary
building of no mors than sight rooms, a principal can prof-
itably spend full time in supervision, remedial work, *nd
planning instruction, the elementary school princ ip al ship
is bound to occupy a distinct professional place.
Better trained persons are holding the positions of
elementary school principals, and where the unit is large
enough, these principals are held responsible for the ad-
ministration and supervision of their systems."*
In Connecticut, as in other New England states, the
Hi -;h School Principal inherited from the old academy days
y Fred Engelhardt, Public School Organization and Administration
p . 25 3.
-Fred EngelharH and S . 0. i.ielby, Alberta Lea Survey, ffniver-
Bity of l.innesota Press, Minneapolis, 1929.
-Fred Engelhardt, loc. cit.
^•Bernard C» Steiner, History of Education in Connecticut,
pp. 47-48.
i
a strategic oosition. The High School was held as an insti-
tution apart from the common schools. In some cases, the
high school has been operated separately from the grade
schools, and the high school principal has been more or
less directly responsible to the school committee. Natu-
rally, such a strategic position has been only reluctant-
ly^yielded to the comparatively newly created officer,
the Superintendent.
Koos'in 1924 made a study of "Responsibility for In-
itiative" for certain administrative activities in sixty-six
large and one hundred four small hi gh schools . The study shows
that there is little agreement as to who shall perform such
duties as selecting teachers, planning courses of study,
and visiting class work for supervisory purposes. The varying
abilities and degrees of professional training possessed by
high school principals and superintendents explain this con-
dition in part. If secondary schools are to function proper-
ly, however, the principal must be responsible for all ac-
tivities which pertain to student life. This means that activ-
ities, such as preparing curriculum and supervision of in-
Pred Engelhardt, op. cit., p. 278.
Ibid., p. 278.
7'L. V. Koos. The High School Principal, o.87.
^Fred Engelhardt, op. cit., p. 280.
4
struction are as essentially his functions as are matters of
disciplinary control, class records, class schedules, and
school reports.
Though, in general, elementary and high school orin-
cir»als shou d be nrofessionally trained individuals, cap-
able of contributing toward every phase of the school oro-
gram,the ultimate responsibility rests with the Superintendent/
It may be said that the Superintendent is a generalist and
the Principal is a specialist. The Superintendent has an ed-
ucat onal philosophy which he works out with and through his
principals. These principals are specialists and know how they
may best fit their schools to this philosophy. The Super-
intendent must also coordinate 'the various schools in his
system so that all function as a unit.
Allied to the relationship between Superintendent and
Principal is the relationship between Superintendent and Su-
pervisors, and the inter-relationship between Superintendent,
Supervisors, and Principals.
As soon as a system outgrows supervision by the Super-
intendent, the Principals usually take up that duty. There
may be further growth to the extent where special supervisors
must be employed to augment the work of the principals.
^Fred Engelhardt, Public School Organization and Administration
p. 280.
''Ibid., p. 256.
t
In secondary schools, especially, the sud vrvision is very hap-
hazardly 'done • Generally sneaking, secondary schools have been
free from a central supervisory staff.'"2
In the elementary school of the larger type, McGaughy / '
finds that building principals are fully resoonsible for su-
pervision* These principals . have , however, at times, been assist-
ed by special suoervisors fror. the central staff*
Whatever the system of supervision may be, it must be
flexible and dynamic. In too many cases, the supervisory staff
fails to grow with the system, and, hence, are ineffective.
As a cure for this condition, the irriter suggasts that
supervision be in the hands of the principal, inhere necessary,
he nay call upon aducational specialists fro:v the central sys-
tem. All teachers are to be so well trained that supervisors
need only to provide advice, stimulation, and leadership*
This opinion is somewhat upheld by Table II taken from Sngel-
hardt's discussion of "Organization for Supervision."
Fred Sngelhardt, Public School Organization and Administration,
p. 318.
'Ibid., p. 320.
'JJ . R. McGaughy, Tendencies in Supervision, Teachers' College
Record, Volume XXIX, No. 7, April, 1928, p. 579.
Fred Eng^lhardt, Public School Organization and Adminis-
tration
, p. 304.
rt
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Judgments of Administrative and Supervisory Officers regarding
the Regular Teacher's Responsibility for Special Subjects 7 -7
TABLE II
Percentage Distributiox of Judgm n t s
Plan of deration
Soecial Super in- Educational Specials ts
Super- tendents Adminis- Art Physi-
visors tration Educa- c al
and tion Educa-
Super- tion
vision
Train teachers so well
that supervisors need
to act only in advisory
capacity and in provid-
ing stimulation and
leadership • • 42 40 56 35 60
Give classroom teachers
only elementary trainin,
in each special subject
and provide detailed
supervision by trained
supervisors* . . 12 12 24 35 10
Have all special sub-
jects in the element-
ary schools taught by
highly trained special
teachers • • •
Number of judgments*.
30
179
23
100
34
56
45
17
40
8
Although some supervisors still maintain that it is
Utooian to think that teachers can be well enough trained
to teach special subjects with only advisory supervision,
sp eci ali st s
J
in administration and supervision are more hope-
ful for success.
Fred 3ngelhardt, Public School Organization and Administration,
p. 309.
/57Ibid.
, p. 3 26 .
I
Although supervision is a problem which can ba solved only
in light of local situations, there are certain fundamental
principles underlying the organization of Supervision. Engel-
hardt nas listed these aa follows: '
All activities which can be routinized should be, to eave
time and money*
Responsibilities should be delegated "whenever possible,
Duties and work should be assigned in terns of degree
of intelligence, competence, and salary requirements necessary
to Derform the tp.ak; that is, clerical work should be assigned
to clerks.
Records are basic to all scientific study; supervisors
must ks eo adequate records.
The orooer morale and esprit de corps should he maintained
at all costs.
All school authorities should be properly correlated and
integrated within the various administrative units, particular-
ly with reference to the curriculum.
Encourage creative effort; recognize initiative on the
onrt of supervisors, principals, and teachers.
If the entire staff is to develop, the growth will de-
pend on the training that individuals receive in service.
The Sun ?r i nt endent should plan and should insist that
all staff members plan their work and keep record of their
plans and chick them against accomplishment.
Fred Engslhardt, °ublic School Organization and Adminis-
tration, p. 328.
' Ibid. , p. 326.
t{
*
Engelhardt also gives a diagram showing a good organi-
zation for sunervision where the teachers are well trained
to assume full teaching r e so onsi bi 1 i t y in all subjects. This
diagram designated n.s figure I may be found on the following
p age •
^Fred Sngelhardt, Public School Organization and Administration,
t> • 326.

FIGURE I
SUPERINTEND]:.!! T
ADMlNlSTRi TION COORDINATIOj Lhu^DbM £>H I
P
h,l emen tt-.ry .schools
Grades K to 6
No. or buildings
variable
Principal
Supervision or ail
elementary Schools
Assistant Prin-
cipals
In charge or
buildings
Tea chers
Pu p i 1 s
Sources or Assistance
available when needed
Teachers witn special
trt. ining
tlemen tary
Arithmetic
Art
He b 1th and
Physic&l M&.
Music
Nature Study
Reading -
Liters ture
Social Science
riting -
Spelling
becondfery
agriculture
Art
English
Home Training
Industrie 1
Training
Languages
Natural bci-
ence
Physical Ed.
science
Sociel Science
Secondary ochools
Grades 6 to 12
Organized 6-5-3 or
6-6
Princ ipal
Supervision or all
Secondary Schools
Assistant Prin-
cipals
In charge of Junior
or Senior h.b.
Teachers
Pupils
Health service
Physician Nurse Dentist
Organization ror supervision
In this plan the teachers ere ell trained to assume lull teaching
responsibility i*or regular subjects es well as special subjects.
I f
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CHAPTER XIII
Ch »oking the Oninion of Exne rts against Curra nt Practices
in Co nneo t i cu t
As heretofore discussed, the expert a in the field of oub-
lic school administration have laii down certain principles
for the Sue erintendant to follow*, in dealing wi th his oerson-
nel relationships. Without doubt, these principles hava influ-
enced the actions of superintendents in Connecticut* It is not
reasonable to suppose, however, that this body of trained men
takan as awhole, would adhere to any ad inistrative principle
or device which did not function in the Connecticut situation*
It has been assumed by the writer that, if Connecticut
Suo er i n t enden t s reoortad practices which were in agreeraBnt
with the opinion of expert 8 j these practices could be acceoted
as fitting the Connacticut situation* If the practices of
Connecticut Sun er i ntendent s do not agree with the ooinion of
experts, no conclusions can be arrived at, and problems for
further and more minute examination are indicated* Since every
question relating to any phase of personnel work could not
be included in a questionnaire to the Sup a rint a ndent s of Conn-
ecticut, it is assumed that a random samoling of the more
important questions would be the basis for a fair judgment
as to the validity of the opinions of educational exoerts
in the Connecticut situation* In making this selection of
questions, a tentative list of questions ,/as made out by
the writar* This list was submitted to the students in a
c(
(
t
(
Seminar conducted by Dr. Jeese B. Davis on the "Problems of
Secondary Education. Th;se students who were all of graduate
standing helped to add, delete, and revise questions which
ultimately went to the Superintendents of Connecticut.
The following letter and questi -nnaire were sent out
to ninety-eight Sunarintendents and State Suoervising Agents
in Conn ?c ticut •
My dear Superintendent,
Did it ever occur to you that each superintendent
meats his personnel oroblems in an individual manner? Despite
the dogmatic contributions of authorities on the subject, little
has been done to determine how this body of successful school
officials are actually meeting some of their problems.
In oartial fulfilment of the requirement for a Master's
degree, I am attempting to learn how these heads of our Conn-
ecticut educati nal system are solving certain personnel prob-
lems. If you will kindly check the proper responses, on the
enclosed questionnaire, and return as soon as convenient , I
will reciprocate by mailing you a digest of my findings. Please
note that you are not asked to nlace your name upon the ques-
tionnaire.
A post-card is enclosed for your convenience in re-
questing the digest mentioned heretofore. Thank you.
Sincerely yours,
<t
t
LI
QUE 5TI 0NNAI3E
1. Does your Board of Education reserve to itself or its mem-
bers any executive functions? ---Yes. ---No.
2. Do individual members of your Board customarily attemot to
exert authority aoart from the Board a s a whole? Yes. No.
3. How do you find now teachers for your system?
a) Visit Teachers' Agencies.
b) Consult records in office of State Board of Education.
o) Visit teachers ^t work in other school systems, Nor-
mal Schools, and Colleges*
4. Are teachers ever arbitrarily thrust uoon schools by Board?
Yes. No.
5. Have you a definite salary schedule? ---Yes. o
.
6. Check factors governing salary increases in your system:
years of service , ---Academic t r aini ng , -- - t e achi ng
abi li ty, ---grade t aught , ---t rave 1 ,- --p rofe s si onal im-
provement, experimentation.
7. How do you disoose of noor teachers?
---a) Fail to renominate them.
---b ) Attemot to adjust them within the system,
---c ) Pass them on to other systems.
d) Encourage them to enter other lines of endeavor
or retirement*
8. Do you have regular professional Teachers ' Meetings
?
Yes. ---No.
Ano roximately , how many oar year? -- -One •-- -Five • Ten.
Twenty*
9. Do you encourage experimentation? ---Yes. No.
10. Do you have a definite teacher rating scheme ? ---Yes . No.
Check the school officials who rate the teachers!
Principal, Sup ervisor,---Suo erintendent,
Assistant Sun erin ten den t
,
Does the teacher rate herself? Yes. No.
Does the teacher know her rating ?---Yes« ---No.
11. Approximately, how often do you visit each of the teachers
in your system? Weekly---, Bi -weekly , ---Monthly
•
<<
(
12. Do you delegate wnole of supervision to Assistant Suoer-
intendant---) Soecial Suo 8 rvi sor s --- , Principals---?
13. My course of study is tentative and suggestive , may
be deviated from if oermission is asked---, must be
strictly adhered to---,
14. When changing courses of study, teachers are consulted
ganarally---, frequently-—, seldom---.
15. In choosing new text books, teacher ooinion is consulted
always
,
frequently , seldom •
16. Teachers are encouraged to form grouos for the solution
of current school oroblems always
,
frequently---,
seldom •
17. Do you allow your orincioals to carry out their individ-
ual educational ohilosoohies in their own buildings?
Yes. Ho.
Do you hold conferences with the orincioals for the our-
oose of evolving an educational Dhilosoohy which you ex-
pect to be carried out? Yes. ---Ho.
Do you establish an educational orocedure according to
your own ohilosonhy and exoect the orincioals to carry
this out? Yes. No.
.13. Do you have a business manager? Yes. II o •
Is he under your control? Yes. — —No
•
19. Are building custodians and janitors under your control?
Ye s • ---3 o
•
20* Have you a school doctor? Yes. No.
Is he under your control? Yes. No.
21. My system regularly coooerates with the following organizations
---Parent Teacher' Association ---Junior Red Cross
Scout Organizations ---Musical Organizations
---Visiting Nurse Association ---Teachers of Music
—
-Week Day Schools of Religion ---Parochial Schools
t'
~
t
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The returns from the questionnaire ware gratifying. Of
the 98 recipients, 73 resoonded. Sinc-3 74, 5/o reolied to the
questionnaire, it is concluded that the r asults from the
questionnaire are significant 'to the study.
The nrofessimal interest which the Suo 3 r i n t endentt. took
in the questionnaire was shown by marginal notes of encourage-
ment and exnlanation which wer added, liany quostionnairas showed
careful thought and effort* Many Sud e ri a t endent 8 (as doas the
writer) realized that such questions may not be answered cat-
egorically. Hence, they qualified many resoonses.
Results of the Questionnaire
Wherever the questions ware categorically answered, the re-
sults have been expressed in oercent. Any answers omitted or
those not clearly in one category or another have been listed
as omitted. The more important comments found on answers are
listed after eaci table.
It might be interesting to note that, although the ques-
tionnaire was designed to withold the identity of the Suoerin-
tendent, 39 or 5Z»5'/o of those who returned the questionnaire
identified themselvss.
"A. M. Jourdan, Educational Psychology, t>.7.

TABLE III
Questions Involving Relationship between Sun erin t endent and Board*
a. Does Bon.rd of Education re-
serve to itself or its mem-
bers any executive functions?
b. Do individual members of your
Board customarily attempt to
exert authority apart from the
Board as a wh o 1 e ?
c. Are teachers ever arbitrarily
thrust uDon schools by Board?
Yes
37
9.6
9.6
P ^r Cent
II o
57.5
82.2
8^.3
Omit ted
5.5
8.2
4.1
Qualified Answers
Some answers to -tuestion a were qualified* The qualifications
were as follows:
Functions Reserved
Euying fuel
Arranging transportation
Overseeing janitorial supplies
Caring for repairs
Indicated ( "a few"
)
Percentage of those answering
yes who ren orted
7.4
9.0
3.7
18.5
7.4
such or act ice
TABLE IV
'.'u.^stion s Da a ling with Method s o f Adjusting Teachers ' Sa l ar i e s
Per Cent
Yes No Omitted
Have you a definite salary schedule? 72 24.7 2.7
Factors Governing Salary Increases
Per Cent
1. Years of Service 93.1
2. Academic Training 53.6
3. Teaching Ability 52
4. Grade Taught 23.3
5. Travel 11
6. Professional Improvement 56.2
7. Experimentation 4.1

TAR LiC V
Finding New Tencho rs and Di sposing of Poor Teochere
Methods Used to Find New Tsachsrs Par Cent
Visit teaohera at vfork in other school
systems, Normal Schools, and Colleges. 87.6
Visit Teachers 1 Agencies 67.2
Consult Records in office of State
Bo*>.rd of Education, City Deoartments
of Education, Mormal Schools,
and Colleges. 60.3
Methods Used to Disoose of Poor Teachers Per Cent
Fail to renominate 83.5
Attemot to adjust them within
the system. 56.2
Encourage them to enter othar
lines of endeavor or retirement. 45.2
Pass them on to other systems. 9.6
f
Practices Belated to Supervision
TABLE VI
Do you have regular professional
Teachers 1 Meetings?
Do you encourage exo erimen tati on?
Do you have a definite teacher
rat ing scheme ?
Does the teacher rate herself?
Does the teacher know her rating?
Yes
85.0
93.1
26.0
26.0
26.0
Per Cent
_
No
12.3
5.5
63.0
23. 3
20.6
O mi t
t
e
2.7
1.4
11.0
50.7
53.4
Approximate frequency of Teachers 1
Meetings
Once oer year
Five times oer year
Ten times oer year
Fifteen times per y3~r
Twenty times oer year
Omi 1 1 ed
Per Cent
4.1
26.0
54.8
1.4
. 2.7
11.0
Aooroximate frequency of visits
by Superintendent to each teacher.
Once a week
Once every two weeks
Once a month
Answers which did not denote
frequency offvi sits
Omi 1 1 ed
What school officials rate the tsacher?
Suo erint endent
Princioal
Sun e rvi sor
Assistant Supervisor
Who does the supervision?
Superintendent delegates all
of supervision
Superintendent delegates part
of supervision
Superintendent does all of
sup ervi si on
Per Cent
20.6
45. 2
24.6
8.2
1.4
41.1
32.9
26.0
4.1
4.1
61.7
34.2
I

TABLiS VII
Exte nt of Teach ar Part ic i nati on in Matt -3 re Rela t ing to Cours 3
of Study, Text BookSj and Cur r ant Pro bl 3ms.
Per Coat
My course of study is:
tentative and suggestive. 31 • 5
(no permission needed for changes)
may be deviated from if permission
is asked* 58.9
must be strictly adhered to. 8.2
Omitted 1.4
/vhsn changing courses of study,
teachers are consulted
generally
f re quent ly
seldom
Omi tted
63.0
28.3
2.7
5.5
In choosing new text books,
teachers are consulted
always 46.5
frequently 48.0
seldom 4.1
Omitted 5.5
Teachers are encouraged to form grouos
for the solution of current school oroblems.
always 38.4
frequently 48.0
seldom • 11.0
Omitted 2.7
<
TABLE VIII
Relat
i
j nshio e betwaan Sun ar i n t andan t and Princioals
Do you allow your princioals to
carry out thoir individual ed-
ucational philosophies in their
own buildings?
Per Cent
Yes Ho Omitted
76.7 In. 5 6.3
Do you hold conferences with the
orincioals for the ouroose of
evolving an educational philos-
ophy which you expect to be carried
out? 80.8 6.9 12.3
Do you establish an educational
procedure according to your own
philosophies and exoect the
orincioals to carry this out? 23.3 65.7 11.0
Qualified Answers
29.5/io of thosa who signified that they allow princioals to
work out their own educational philosoohies qualified this
answer with such words as "in part", "partly", "to some
axt ant" $ e tc
•
TABLcS IX
Relationship between Sud erintendant and School Personnel not
Direc tly Connected with Instruction
Per Cent
Do you have a business manager?
Is he under your control?
( Percentages comouted on a basis
of number answering that they
had a business manager.)
Yes No Omitted
11 87.6, 1.4
6 3.5 12.5 11.5
(12. 5% qualified their "yes"
answer by adding "oartly".)
Ara building custodians and jan-
itors under your control?
Have you a school doctor?
Is he under your control?
( P a rc ant ages computed on a basis
of number answering that they had a
school doctor)
76.7 11.0 8.2
(4.1$ qualified their "yes"
answer by adding "oartly".)
61.7
75.6
36. 6
15.5
2.7
8.9

TABLE X
gjrtent to vhich System s_ Regular ly Go on arata w i th Local Orga nization _a
0
r
eanlgation Per C
g
n t of Reno r t e d Cooperation
Visiting Nurse Association 67.1
Pop ant T <9 •"> fi T"l :3 r AS KOC.l fl t i on 64.5
Scout Organizations 50.6
Junior Red Cross 48.0
Teachers of Music 37.0
Musical Organizations 35. 6
Parochial Schools 2 3.3
Week Day Schools of Religion 16.5
it
7*
The responses to the questi onnaire aa^ b e used tojiesc ribe
a mythical average Sun 3 rin t enden t ' s rel ationship to tho se about
him.
The ay a rag e Sun arintendent in Conn acticut is tlsually th e
ex;cutiv3 officer of the Bonrd of Educ a ti ^n . In c "69 the board
reserves any executive functions, it does this usually in con-
nection with management of materials and personnel not direct-
ly involved in instruction. He is little bothered by board
numbers who attemot to exert authority apart from the board
as a whole.
H e ma ke s exhaustive s 3 arch for g ood teachers by utilizing
Teachers' Agencies, records in State and City Departments of
Education and Normal Schools and Colleges.
He has a definite salary schedule in which years of ser-
vice, professional improvement, Academic training, and teach-
ing ability are the chief determining factors of increases
in pay. The grade taught, travel, and experimentation are
sometimes considered. Although teaching ability is a lead-
ing factor in determining salary increase, there is little
objective rating of this ability*
The Sup e rin t en dent wi th^ the aid of his principal does
most of what ratin g is done . The teacher rates herself and
knows her rating in a little more than half of the cases.
fIf
Th i s Superintende nt has regular Teacher s' heatings ton
times p o r yoar , vi s it s each teacher avjry two vreeks, and
a nc
o
ur ages experimentatio n.
Whan ha wishes to disoosa of a poor teacher, ha simply
fails to renominate him. However 4 ha is likely to try to ad-
just the teacher within the system f or to ancouraga him to
anter other lines of endeavor.
The supervision is delegated, usually, inoart to the
pr incipals. The course of study is not rigid, but permission
must be asked if major deviati ns ara to be made. If he is
to change the course, or purchase new text books, tha Super-
intendent consults his teachers In the matter, and encourages
them to form groups for the solution of current school prob-
lems. If his principals are of high professional caliber, he
allows them to use their own educational philosophies in their
own bui 1 di ng s
•
The Superintendent of Schools in Connecticut seldom ha s
a business manager, but has building custodians and janitors
u nder his contro 1 . He also has a school doctor who is under
hi s c on t rol •
This Superintendent shows a v ery cooperative spirit, an d
coop era t es with many local organizations*
s(
t
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CHAPTIB XIV
Spec i fic Conclusions and Summary
As a result of a study of the returns from the question-
naire, it is concluded that the data collected as oninions of
experts is a reasonable guide for Connecticut ->up e r i n t en d ent s •
The following is a suggested plan of procedure for a
Connecticut Superintendent* He must realize that the power
is vested in^the board. He must acquire his power by proving
to this board and the people it represents that he is cap-
able and worthy of any trust that they may place in him.
He must be ready and willing to cooperate with all local
agencies that offer educational opportunities of worth.
In his relationship with the teachers, he should under-
stand that a cooperative spirit underlies all supervisory act-
ivities. The improvement of instruction is best ac c omp 1 i sh 3
d
by improving teacher personnel. This is best done through:
1. Proper selection of teachers.
2. Adequate salary schedule.
3. Provision for professional improvement in service.
4. Cooperative teacher rating.
5. Improvement of the teaching act.
6. Proper selection and organization of subject matter.
7. Adequate provision for measuring the results of instruction.
8. Maintaining good morale in the teaching force.
To insure proper selection of tenchers, the Superintendent
should have sole power to nominate. The board should act no fur-
ther on candidates than to accept or reject.
The Superintendent should hunt far and wide for the best
candidates for each vacancy and have definite standards for
rating e^ch*
r
The Superintendent must realize that higher Day means higher
standards of teaching. A definite salary schedule should be in
fore?. Increases of nay may be granted for not over five years
on a basis of ssrvice. Further increases should be based upon
professional improvement, Academic training, teaching ability,
travel, and experimentation.
No system can hold un its standard through recruiting.
There must be definite attempts to train teachers in service.
The most effective devices for teacher training are Teachers'
Meetings, College and Normal Summer Schools, College and State
Extension Courses. Other devices include reading circles, dem-
onstration teaching, professional magazines, intervi si tations
,
and educational bulletins.
All teacher training devices in use should be coordinated
to nrovide for a maximum of teacher participation, and to aim
at establishing a dafinite educational philosophy.
A rating scheme should be in operation. Although it will
form an objective rating, where teaching ability is considered
In the salary schedule, this is only of minor importance. The
real purpose of rating is the improvement of instruction
through the establishment of a consciousness of real values
on the part of the teacher. Any rating scheme used should
provide for an opportunity for the teacher to rate herself
and know her rating. Cooperative endeavor for the improve-
11 t
ment of all concsrned should ba tha key note of any rating
system.
In order to improve th3 teaching act, it is important
to improve class management. This may be done by having a chec
list of elements involved in olass room procedure. Definite
planned action will save much time and effort to be aoolied
in other directions. A dynamic philosophy of education and
a thorough knowledge of tha psychology of learning ara basic
to the improvement of the teaching act. The gaining of these
basic requirements may well be the objective of the teacher
training program.
The Superintendent will do well to engage outside ex-
perts to work with his teaching staff in the making or re-
vision of curricula. The curriculum should be constantly re-
vised in light of new develonman ts. Tha greatest valua of a
new curriculum may ba the process of making it»
Provision should be made for reliable and objective
measurement of pupils' work. These measurements must be
properly transmuted into marks for promotions and reports
to parents. The more the teachars have to do with devis-
ing a good marking scheme, tha better it will be carried out.
If the teacher is to remain in good spirit, she must
have freedom in the carrying out of her work. The Super-
intendent works wisely who accomplishes his ends by 7/ork-
r
ing "with and through his teachers." Any of the methods used
to imorove instruction will likewise imorove morale.
Provided the school Drincioal is properly trained, he
may be expected to direct the details of his building. Since
the Superintendent is ultimately responsible for the entire
school system, he will coordinate the work of his principals
and advance his educational philosophy with and through these
principal s
•
The suoervision of schools should be largely in the
hands of the building principals. Teachers should be so well
trqined that special supervisors need only offer advice, stim-
ulation, and leadership. The soecial supervisors should be
attached to the central office and subject to the call of
building principals. Every school department
, including
the business manager, should be under the control of the
Sup erintendent.
Where there are health workers connected with the schools,
regardless of whether th3y are full or Dart time employees
of the Board of Education, they should be under direct control
of the Superintendent of Schools and not under the Board of
Health.
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